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Abstract
We analyze the behavior of Krylov subspace methods for the solution of the symmetric
system Mx = (M − γ I)v when γ is close to some of the extreme eigenvalues of M . We
show that a stagnation phase may occur if the structure of the right-hand side is not taken
into account, and we analyze the occurrence and persistence of such stagnation. A natural
alternative strategy is proposed and we show that the new approach provides a better approx-
imation, with the same number of matrix–vector multiplications. Numerical experiments are
also included.
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1. Introduction
We are interested in the solution of the large linear system
Mx = (M − γ I)v ≡ b, (1)
where M ∈ Rn×n is a symmetric nonsingular matrix, v ∈ Rn, γ ∈ R and I ∈ Rn×n
is the identity matrix. We note that the more general formulation
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(A− αB)x = (A− βB)v, α, β ∈ R, α /= β (2)
can be rewritten in the form (1) when for instance A,B are nonsingular and symmet-
ric, and B is positive definite. Linear systems of type (1) and (2) appear in (general-
ized) eigenvalue computation, especially when preconditioning techniques are used
[1], as well as after discretization of certain partial differential equations; see e.g.
[3,6,13]. In this paper we analyze the solution of (1) for particular values of γ , not
necessarily small, which seem to affect the convergence of commonly used Krylov
subspace solvers such as the Conjugate Gradients (CG) method.
Often system (1) is solved without taking into account the structure of the right-
hand side b. On the other hand, the exact solution x can be written as
x = v − γM−1v, (3)
so that x can be obtained by first solving the system Md = v. If γ is small, then (3)
shows that v is already a good approximation to x. More precisely, if xk = v − γ dk
denotes an approximation to x, where dk approximates M−1v, then
x − xk = γ (d − dk) and rk := (M − γ I)v −Mxk = −γ (v −Mdk).
Therefore, both the error and the residual are γ times the error and residual of the
approximate solution to the system Md = v, respectively. Values of γ with |γ | < 1
thus magnify by a factor |γ | the goodness of the iterate dk . Such argument alone
would be sufficient to motivate the use of the approach expressed by (3). In this paper
we provide theoretical and experimental evidence that the formulation (3) should
also be used for other values of γ , not necessarily small, to solve Mx = b whenever
b is of the form b = (M − γ I)v.
Polynomial theory can partially explain the relation between solving directly
Mx = b or through (3) with Krylov subspace methods. However, we show that the
analysis can go much further. More precisely, we provide:
(1) Explicit relations between the approximate solutions when solving (1) and when
using (3), together with a bound showing that (3) provides a more accurate ap-
proximation with the same total number of matrix–vector multiplications.
(2) An analysis that explains the occurrence of the delay in the convergence of CG
on (1) when γ is close to an extreme eigenvalue of M .
A synopsis of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we fix the notation, while
in Section 3 we provide a qualitative description of the delay phenomenon by using
polynomials. In Section 4 we recall some key Krylov subspace relations. In Section 5
we give relations between the CG approximate solutions and their associated errors.
Corresponding relations for the approximate solutions using the Minimal Residual
(MINRES) method are reported in Appendix A. In Section 6 and its subsections we
explain when and why the delay appears and provide considerations on how long the
stagnation phase may last. In Section 7 numerical experiments are reported, while
in Section 8 a generalization to the case of matrix polynomial dependence is shortly
discussed. Our conclusions and open problems are summarized in Section 9.
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Matlab notation will be used whenever possible. For a vector x ∈ Rn, xt indicates
the transpose of x, ‖x‖ := √xtx the 2-norm, while for a symmetric positive definite
matrix M , ‖x‖M =
√
xtMx indicates the M-norm of x. For a square matrix M ,
(M) indicates the set of its eigenvalues, while (λ, x) with λ ∈ R, 0 /= x ∈ Rn is
used to denote an eigenpair of a given n× n symmetric matrix. Unless stated other-
wise, subscripts denote iterates either in a recurrence or in a set, (x)i indicates the
ith component of vector x. Vector ei denotes the ith column of the identity matrix I ,
whose dimension is clear from the context; note that the dimension of ei may change
with no notice, in order to adjust dimensions. All numerical tests and plots were done
using Matlab [8].
2. Approximation in the Krylov subspace
In this section we recall some known facts about symmetric Krylov subspace solv-
ers. Let x0 be an approximate solution to (1) and let r0 = b −Mx0 be the
associated residual. Here and in the following we shall assume x0 = 0, so that r0 =
b. Let Vk = [v1, v2, . . . , vk] be an orthogonal basis for the subspace Kk(M, r0) =
span{r0,Mr0, . . . ,Mk−1r0}, obtained with the Arnoldi procedure. Then
MVk = VkHk + χk+1vk+1etk ≡ Vk+1Hk, (4)
with Hk tridiagonal and symmetric and Hk = [Hk;χk+1etk]. The eigenvalues of Hk
are called Ritz values and for k large enough some of them are approximation to
eigenvalues of M . Assume xk ∈ Kk(M, b) is sought, so that xk = Vkyk for some
yk ∈ Rk . If the CG is employed, then yk is determined by solving the linear system
Hky = e1‖b‖. We refer to [5] for a detailed description. Here we recall that if the
matrix M is positive definite, then the M-norm of the error x − xk is minimized at
each iteration k.
If a solution in the form (3) is sought, then a Krylov subspace generated by the
vector v is constructed. Without loss of generality, throughout the rest of the paper
we assume ‖v‖ = 1. Let Vk be an orthogonal basis for Kk(M, v). An approximate
solution to x can be written as xk = v − γ dk with dk ∈ Kk(M, v). Note that xk ∈
Kk(M, v) so that xk = Vkyk for some yk . The residual can be written as
rk = (M − γ I)v −Mxk = (M − γ I)Vke1‖v‖ −MVkyk
= Vk+1Hke1‖v‖ − γVke1‖v‖ − Vk+1Hkyk
= Vk+1((Hk − γ I˜ )e1 −Hkyk),
where I˜ = [Ik; 0] ∈ R(k+1)×k . A CG approximate solution is obtained for yk that
solves
Hky = (Hk − γ I)e1‖v‖. (5)
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Vector yk can be written as yk = e1‖v‖ − γH−1k e1‖v‖ so that, not surprisingly, xk =
v − γVkH−1k e1‖v‖. The term dk = VkH−1k e1‖v‖ is the CG approximate solution to
Md = v in Kk(M, v).
3. Convergence analysis using polynomials
Let (λi, wi), i = 1, . . . , n be the eigenpairs of M . The exact solution to (1) is
given by
x =
n∑
i=1
wi
1
λi
wtib =
n∑
i=1
wi
λi − γ
λi
wtiv. (6)
It is well known that eigenvector components affect the convergence of symmetric
Krylov subspace methods, see e.g. [5,11,15]. If γ is close to some eigenvalue λj
of M , then the eigenvector component wtj b = (λj − γ )wtj v is smaller than wtj v
in magnitude. We shall see that such difference in the components influences the
behavior of the solver.
Let xk be the CG approximate solution to x in Kk(M, b). Both the residual and
the error can be written as (see [11])
x − xk = 1
πk(0)
πk(M)x, rk ≡ b −Mxk = 1
πk(0)
πk(M)b,
with πk ∈ Pk , where Pk is the set of real valued polynomials of degree at most k.
For b = (M − γ I)v and using the eigendecomposition of M we obtain
x − xk =
n∑
i=1
wi
πk(λi)
πk(0)
wtix and rk =
n∑
i=1
wi
(λi − γ )πk(λi)
πk(0)
wtiv.
If M is symmetric positive definite, then
‖x − xk‖M = min
πk∈Pk
∥∥∥∥ 1πk(0)πk(M)x
∥∥∥∥
M
,
and we have
‖x − xk‖2M = r tk(x − xk) = min
πk∈Pk
n∑
i=1
(wtiv)
2
λi
(
(λi − γ )πk(λi)
πk(0)
)2
. (7)
If for some j we have |λj − γ |  |λi − γ |, for all1 i /= j , then the minimization of
πk is carried out only on the components of index i /= j until the magnitude of all
terms in the sum (7) reaches the level of the j th term, acting as if the j th term in
the sum were not present. By looking at (7), it appears that the applied polynomial
1 For simplicity of notation and without loss of generality, we assume here that only one eigenvalue
λj satisfies the condition |λj − γ |  |λi − γ |.
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is in fact π˜k+1(λ) = (λ− γ )πk(λ), with root λ = γ in addition to the roots of πk .
Nonetheless, minimization is only performed with respect to πk . Once all terms in
the sum reach the level of the j th term, then the minimization of the polynomial πk
is carried out with respect to all terms, included the j th term.
Although the description above provides a clear qualitative explanation of the
behavior of CG on b = (M − γ I)v, more explicit relations can be obtained. This
will be the topic of the rest of the paper. In the following we shall focus on CG. Anal-
ogous results can be derived for MINRES and some of them are briefly summarized
in Appendix A.
4. Related Lanczos recursions
In this section we show that it is possible to derive a Lanczos recursion for
Kk−1(M, b), with b = (M − γ I)v directly from that for Kk(M, v). We shall use
these properties to derive relations between the CG solutions in Kk(M, v) and Kk−1
(M, b). The procedure we use is commonly employed in eigenvalue approximation
[7]. To distinguish between the two different approaches we shall use the symbol ‘̂ ’
to identify all quantities associated with the approach that explicitly deals with b.
Consider the subspace Kk(M, v) and the associated relation (4). Subtracting γVk
from both sides gives
(M − γ I)Vk = Vk(Hk − γ I)+ χk+1vk+1etk.
Let Hk − γ I = QkRk be the QR factorization of the matrix Hk − γ I . The orthogo-
nal matrix Qk is upper Hessenberg, while Rk is upper triangular with three nonzero
diagonals. Multiply the relation above by Qk and add γVkQk , so that,
M(VkQk) = (VkQk)(RkQk + γ I)+ χk+1vk+1etkQk. (8)
This corresponds to one step of the shifted QR method applied to Hk . Hence, matrix
RkQk + γ I is again tridiagonal and symmetric,
◦
Hk ≡ RkQk + γ I =
(
Ĥk−1 τek−1
τetk−1 ζ
)
, Ĥk−1 ∈ R(k−1)×(k−1), (9)
where τ , ζ stem from Givens rotations. Note that
◦
Hk satisfies
◦
Hk = QtkHkQk , there-
fore
◦
Hk and Hk are similar, hence have the same eigenvalues. We also observe that
the eigenvalues of Ĥk−1 interlace those of
◦
Hk and thus those of Hk .
Let V̂k−1 be the matrix of the first k − 1 columns of VkQk . Then, using (8) we
obtain (see [2,16])
MV̂k−1 = V̂k−1Ĥk−1 + χ̂kv̂ketk−1. (10)
We next recall a result in [16] using our notation.
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Proposition 1. The relation (10) constitutes a Lanczos recursion for the subspace
Kk−1(M, (M − γ I)v), with V̂k−1 orthogonal and Ĥk−1 symmetric tridiagonal of
size (k − 1)× (k − 1).
The proposition above ensures that, starting with v, the same number of matrix–
vector multiplications is employed to constructKk−1(M, (M − γ I)v) andKk(M, v).
Moreover, we have
Kk−1(M, (M − γ I)v) = (M − γ I)Kk−1(M, v) ⊆ Kk(M, v). (11)
The quantity minimized in the subspace Kk(M, v) is smaller than that minimized
in Kk−1(M, (M − γ I)v). In the following we shall formalize this statement and
give explicit relations between the quantities that are minimized in the two sub-
spaces. Here we notice that, by using (10), the CG approximation to Mx = b in
Kk−1(M, (M − γ I)v) can be obtained as
x̂k−1 = V̂k−1ŷk−1, ŷk−1 = Ĥ−1k−1β0e1, β0 = ‖b‖. (12)
5. Relation between the CG iterates
In this section we show a relation between the CG approximate solutions xk and
x̂k−1, from which a result for the M-norm of the two errors will follow.
We next show that the CG approximate solution in Kk(M, v) can be written in
terms of the basis VkQk .
Lemma 2. Let xk be the approximate solution to (1) inKk(M, v). Then xk=VkQkyk
where yk solves (
◦
Hk)y = e1β0.
Proof. We have Rke1 = Qtk(Hk − γ I)e1 = QtkV tk(M − γ I)Vke1 = QtkV tkv̂1β0 =
e1β0, where we have used v̂1 = V̂k−1e1. Therefore,
xk=VkH−1k (Hk − γ I)e1 = (VkQk)QtkH−1k QkQtk(QkRk)e1
=(VkQk)(RkQk + γ I)−1Rke1 = (VkQk)(
◦
Hk)
−1e1β0. 
We recall that V̂k−1 consists of the first k − 1 columns of VkQk . Therefore, yk is ob-
tained from ŷk−1 as defined in (12), after bordering Ĥk−1. A clean relation between
the solutions can thus be obtained using standard arguments for CG type methods;
see e.g. [5, p. 45] and [14].
Proposition 3. Let
◦
Hk = LkDkLtk be the LDLt factorization of
◦
Hk = RkQk + γ I
with Dk = diag(δ1, . . . , δk) and Lk unit lower bidiagonal, and assume that RkQk +
γ I is nonsingular. With the notation above, we have
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xk = x̂k−1 + αkpk, k = 1, 2, . . . , (13)
where pk = (VkQk)L−tk ek and αk = δ−1k etkL−1k e1β0.
Vector pk satisfies typical orthogonality properties. More precisely, since rk is
orthogonal to Vk , we have
r tkpk = r tk(VkQk)L−tk ek = 0. (14)
Using
◦
Hk = QtkV tkMVkQk we obtain
ptkMpk = etkL−1k QtkV tkMVkQkL−tk ek = etkL−1k
◦
HkL
−t
k ek = δk.
We next show that the approach that generates iterates in Kk(M, v) provides a
better approximation, in the M-norm, than the approach in Kk−1(M, (M − γ I)v).
Theorem 4. Assume M is positive definite and let x be the exact solution to (1). Let
x̂k−1, xk be the CG approximate solutions in Kk−1(M, b) and Kk(M, v), respecti-
vely, with b = (M − γ I)v. Then, for any k > 0,
‖x − xk‖2M = ‖x − x̂k−1‖2M − α2kδk < ‖x − x̂k−1‖2M ,
where αk and δk are defined in Proposition 3.
Proof. Let dk = x − xk and d̂k = x − x̂k . Using (13) we have d̂k = dk − αkpk .
Vectors dk = M−1rk and pk satisfy ptkMdk = ptkrk = 0 (see (14)). Therefore, using
ptkMpk = δk it follows d̂ tkMdk = d tkMdk + α2kptkMpk = d tkMdk + α2kδk . Since M
is positive definite, so is
◦
Hk and thus δk > 0. 
6. Analysis of the convergence delay
The aim of this section is to analyze the occurrence of the delay in the CG con-
vergence history when using Kk−1(M, (M − γ I)v). Numerical experiments suggest
that a similar analysis should be feasible for residual minimizing methods.
Assuming M symmetric and positive definite, we shall show that when γ is close
to an eigenvalue λ of M , convergence takes place in three major steps:
(i) No eigenvalue of Hk is close to γ : convergence history is asymptotically the
same for xk and x̂k−1;
(ii) An eigenvalue θ of Hk approaches γ on its way towards λ: the recurrence with
x̂k−1 stagnates;
(iii) The eigenvalue θ converged to λ: the recurrence with x̂k−1 recovers the asymp-
totic convergence of the xk recurrence.
Step (ii) is described in Section 6.1, while step (iii) is analyzed in Section 6.2.
Convergence of CG depends on how well the eigenvalues of Hk approximate the
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eigenvalues of M , starting from the most exterior ones [15]. Hence, the time of oc-
currence of step (ii) depends on which eigenvalue of M the scalar γ is close to,
assuming that the eigecomponents of the vector v have all the same magnitude (see
Example 1 for a nonuniform distribution).
6.1. Occurrence of stagnation phase
Let θi , i = 1, . . . , k be the eigenvalues of Hk (and of
◦
Hk), ordered so that |θ1 −
γ |  · · ·  |θk − γ |. We expect that if γ is much closer to θk than to the other
eigenvalues, then after one QR sweep, the (k, k − 1) entry of ◦Hk = RkQk + γ I is
of the order of |θk − γ |/|θk−1 − γ | while its (k, k) entry is of the order of θk (see
e.g. [4]). The following extreme situation holds if γ is an eigenvalue of Hk .
Proposition 5 [4]. If there exists θ ∈ (Hk) such that θ = γ, then ζ = θ, τ = 0 in◦
Hk in (9), so that (ζ, ek) is an eigenpair of
◦
Hk .
Assume that γ is close but not equal to an eigenvalue of Hk . Thus, we expect that
ζ will be close, although not equal, to θ , while |τ | will be close to zero. Since Hk
is unreducible, in general no eigenvalue of its (k − 1)× (k − 1) principal part (ma-
trix Ĥk−1) will be equally close to γ . Such behavior affects the convergence of the
iterative linear system solver. Let λ1  λ2  · · ·  λn be the eigenvalues of M and
suppose there exists j such that |λj − γ |  |λi − γ |, for i = 1, . . . , n, i /= j , with
λj , say, being one of the smallest eigenvalues. The convergence curve in Kk(M, v)
and in Kk−1(M, (M − γ I)v) are indistinguishable for k small, that is while the ap-
proximation to λ1, λ2, . . . , λj−1 is carried out. For k large enough, an approximation
θ to λj is obtained in Kk(M, v). Since we also have θ ≈ γ , the recurrence based on
Ĥk−1 does not provide any approximation to λj .
The considerations above describe when, in the convergence process, the delay
is expected to happen. In particular, if γ is close to one of the interior eigenvalues,
then CG might not even notice it. The only necessary condition for the occurrence
of the delay is that γ be close to an eigenvalue of Hk . This condition is certainly
satisfied if γ is close to an eigenvalue λ of M , since for k large enough there will be
an eigenvalue of Hk that will approximate λ. Nevertheless, other eigenvalues of Hk
may happen to be close to γ on their way towards their target eigenvalue of M . We
emphasize that the discussed behavior cannot be readily deduced by means of the
polynomial analysis in Section 3; see [10].
6.2. Behavior after eigenvalue convergence
Let Hk = XXt be the spectral decomposition of Hk with  diagonal matrix
and assume that  = diag(1,2) is ordered so that 1 consists of the Ritz values
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that are good approximation to eigenvalues of M; the columns of X are ordered
accordingly. Then (cf. e.g. [12]) there exists ε > 0 such that
X = [X1, X2] =


X11 X12
X21 X22

 ∈ Rk×k with ‖X21‖ < ε. (15)
The value of ε is strictly related to the goodness of the converged Ritz eigenvalue.
Indeed, let Zk = VkX = [z1, . . . , zk]. The residual associated with the Ritz pair
(θj , zj ) satisfies [12]
‖Mzj − θj zj‖ = |χk+1etkXej |,
where etkXej is the kth (last) component of the j th column of X. Unless almost an
invariant subspace is found (so that |χk+1| ≈ 0), a small residual implies small last
component etkXej . We next show that the pattern in (15) is substantially preserved
in the eigenvectors of
◦
Hk .
Theorem 6. Let
◦
Hk = YY t and Hk = XXt be the spectral decomposition of
◦
Hk
and of Hk, respectively, and assume that X satisfies (15). Then there exists ε1 > 0
such that matrix Y can be written as
Y =


Y11 Y12
Y21 Y22

 with ‖Y21‖ < ε1,
where the partitioning of Y is the same as that of X.
Proof. We have Hk − γ I = X(− γ I)Xt. Let (− γ I)Xt = WR be a QR fac-
torization of (− γ I)Xt. Then, the QR factorization of Hk − γ I in (8) can be
obtained as Hk − γ I = (XW)R ≡ QkRk , with Qk = XW , and
◦
Hk = QtkHkQk =
(XW)t(XXt)(XW) = W tW, i.e. Y = W t. Substituting in (− γ I)Xt = WR,
we can write X(− γ I) = RtY . Let us partition the triangular matrix Rk as
Rk =

R11 0
R21 R22

 ,
so that the number of columns of the rectangular matrix R22 equals the number of
rows of X21. Note that R22 has full rank if Rk is nonsingular. Thus, we have(
X11 X12
X21 X22
)(
1 − γ I
2 − γ I
)
=
(
Rt11 R
t
21
0t Rt22
)(
Y11 Y12
Y21 Y22
)
.
Equating all blocks we obtain X21(1 − γ I) = Rt22Y21. We have
‖Rt22Y21‖ = ‖X21(1 − γ I)‖  max
θ∈1
|θ − γ | ‖X21‖ < |θj − γ | ε,
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where θj = arg(maxθ∈1 |θ − γ |). Therefore, using σmin(R22)‖Y21‖  ‖Rt22Y21‖,
we obtain the bound ‖Y21‖ < ε1 with
ε1 = |θj − γ |
σmin(R22)
ε.  (16)
The result above shows that, if some of the eigenvalues of Hk have converged,
so that X satisfies (15), then the corresponding eigenvectors in Y have small last
component. Next remark relates the eigenpairs of
◦
Hk to those of Ĥk−1.
Remark 7. Let (θ, y) be an eigenpair of
◦
Hk , and let ε1 > 0 be such that |(y)k| < ε1.
Let ŷ = (y)1:k−1. Then ‖Ĥk−1ŷ − θŷ‖  τε1. Indeed, from
◦
Hky = θy, we have(
Ĥk−1 τek
τetk ζ
)(
ŷ
(y)k
)
=
(
ŷ
(y)k
)
θ, y =
(
ŷ
(y)k
)
.
From the first block row we obtain Ĥk−1ŷ + τ(y)kek−1 = θŷ from which ‖Ĥk−1ŷ −
θŷ‖ = ‖τ(y)kek−1‖ = |τ(y)k|  τε1.
We summarize our results so far as follows. Assume that at the kth iteration there
exists an eigenvalue θ of Hk that is close to γ . Then, no eigenvalue θˆ of Ĥk−1 is close
to θ , unless θ has converged to an eigenvalue λ of M . In case of convergence, the
remark above shows that θ ≈ θˆ for some eigenvalue θˆ of Ĥk−1. As a consequence,
after θ has converged, the xˆk−1 recurrence recovers the missing approximation to the
eigenvalue λ.
Fig. 1 shows the convergence history of the eigenvalues of Hk (×) and of Ĥk−1
(◦) as k increases, for Example 1 of Section 7 with γ = 0.75. On the x-axis is the
Fig. 1. Example 1. Left: Convergence to smallest eigenvalues of M . On the x-axis is the iteration number,
on the y-axis is the eigenvalue actual value: (×) eigenvalues ofHk ; (◦) eigenvalues of Ĥk−1. Right: Detail
near γ = 0.75.
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number of iterations k, while on the y-axis is the eigenvalue magnitude. The right
picture shows the detail of the convergence curve of the single eigenvalue of Hk (×)
and Ĥk−1 (◦), that converges to the eigenvalue of M closest to γ . It is clearly shown
that Ĥk−1 misses the eigenvalue of M closest to γ for a few iteration.
Up to now we have made no explicit comment on the size of the blocks X21 and
Y21. The results above show that only the last row of the eigenvector matrices are of
interest in the analysis. Therefore, Y21 is just a row vector. The stagnation phase ends
when also the last component of the eigenvector y corresponding to the eigenvalue
closest to γ is less than ε1 in magnitude. Formula (16) shows that the magnitude of
ε1 depends primarily on ε but also on maxθ∈1 |θ − γ | and σmin(R22). In particular,
ε1 is much larger than ε whenever R22 is close to singular, which happens when
γ is near an eigenvalue of Hk . Therefore, the magnitude of σmin(R22) influences
the length of the delay of the approximation process in Kk−1(M, b). Fig. 2 reports
a typical pattern (Example 1 in Section 7) for the last entry of the eigenvectors X
(left) and Y (right) corresponding to the five smallest eigenvalues of Hk and
◦
Hk ,
respectively. In the right plot, the arrow points to the entry of the eigenvector whose
eigenvalue is closest to γ = 0.75. Note that all curves in the right plot approach zero
much more slowly than the corresponding curves in the X matrix (left plot). This is
due to the magnitude of σ−1min(R22), which we report in Fig. 3 with rank(R22) = 5.
Thus, we have shown that persistence of stagnation depends on the following:
• How fast the Ritz value θ converges to λ. Convergence is monitored through the
value of ε;
• How close θ is to γ . Distance influences the value of ε1. In particular, the closer θ
to γ , the longer the stagnation period may last.
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Fig. 2. Example 1. Magnitude of last eigenvector components corresponding to the five smallest eigen-
values of Hk (left) and
◦
Hk (right) versus the matrix dimension for γ = 0.75.
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Fig. 3. Inverse of magnitude of σmin(R22) that determines the parameter ε1.
7. Numerical experiments
In this section we report some of the numerical experiments we have performed.
All experiments deal with values of γ close to the smallest eigenvalues of a positive
definite matrix M . Numerical experiments not reported here showed that similar
but less pronounced effects can be observed when γ is close to one of the largest
eigenvalues of M .
Example 1. Let M be the 100 × 100 matrix, centered finite difference discretiza-
tion of the 2D Laplacian on the unit square with Dirichlet boundary conditions. Its
smallest eigenvalues are
λ1 ≈ 1.6203e−01, λ2 ≈ 3.9851e−01, λ3 ≈ 3.9851e−01,
λ4 ≈ 6.3499e−01, λ5 ≈ 7.7129e−01, λ6 ≈ 7.7129e−01,
λ7 ≈ 1.0078e+00, λ8 ≈ 1.0078e+00.
We solve Mx = (M − γ I)v with v a random vector with normally distributed
values (Matlab function randn). In Fig. 4 the CG convergence curves (M-norm of
error) of the two methods are reported, for γ = 0.15 (left) and γ = 0.4 (right). In
both cases, the delay of the xˆk−1 recurrence is pronounced.
Next, we analyze the dependence of the CG convergence history on the eigen-
vector distribution of vector v. We fix the shift to γ = 0.15. Let wi , i = 1, . . . , 100,
be the eigenvectors of M ordered consistently with the eigenvalues and let W =
[w1, . . . , w100]. We start by considering
vˆ = W1:501δ +W51:1001, v = vˆ/‖vˆ‖, δ = 10−1, 10−3, 10−5, (17)
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Fig. 4. Example 1. CG convergence curves: γ = 0.15 (left) and γ = 0.4 (right).
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Fig. 5. Example with Laplace matrix with v as in (17). From the left: δ = 10−1, 10−3, 10−5.
so that vˆ has small projection onto the eigenvectors corresponding to the smallest
portion of the spectrum. 1 stands for the vector of all ones. The results are shown in
Fig. 5. The delay phase appears in all plots, although its occurrence takes place later
as δ gets smaller. This behavior is expected since the magnitude ofwtiv, i = 1, . . . , n,
influences the convergence of the Ritz values. Next experiment is carried out with a
reverse eigenvector distribution,
vˆ = W1:501δ−1 +W51:1001, v = vˆ/‖vˆ‖, δ = 10−1, 10−3, 10−5. (18)
The results in Fig. 6 show that no significant difference is noticeable in this case.
Example 2. We consider the diagonal matrix
M = diag(0.1, 2, 3, . . . , 100).
A random vector with uniformly distributed entries (Matlab function rand) was used
as v. Convergence curves (M-norm of error) for the two approaches are reported
in Fig. 7: the left plot refers to γ = 0.09, while the right plot considers γ = 1.9.
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Fig. 6. Example with Laplace matrix with v as in (18). From the left: δ−1 = 101, 103, 105.
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Fig. 7. Example 2. CG convergence curves: γ = 0.09 (left) and γ = 1.9 (right).
Especially for γ = 0.09, the approximation xk provides a steep decrease in the start-
ing error, as predicted by the small value of γ . However, the initial fast convergence
is not significant for the asymptotic behavior. Note also that the delay of the conver-
gence curve relative to x̂k−1 is more dominant on this problem. Numerical inspection
of Hk showed that its smallest Ritz value converges slowly to the smallest eigenvalue
of M , influencing the delay length (cf. Section 6.2).
Example 3. As a variant of Example 2 we consider the 100 × 100 diagonal matrix
M = diag(τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4, τ5, 6, 7, . . . , 100),
where τi , i = 1, . . . , 5 cluster around the value 0.1, that is τ1 = 5.9275e−02, τ2 =
9.2717e−02, τ3 = 9.8462e−02, τ4 = 1.4910e−01, τ5 = 1.6084e−01. The right-hand
side v is the vector of all ones, normalized to have unit norm. We choose γ = 0.09,
therefore there is one eigenvalue on the left of γ , and two eigenvalues nearby on the
right. Thus, we expect one delay phase corresponding to the Ritz value close to γ
on its way towards τ2. In the xˆk−1 recurrence, asymptotic regime is delayed by the
absence of Ritz approximations to τ2 for a few iterations (cf. Fig. 8).
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Fig. 8. Example 3. Cluster of small eigenvalues.
Example 4. We consider a larger matrix from the Matrix-Market collection (see
[9]). Matrix M is defined as the 5489 × 5489 matrix S1RMT3M1 from the CYL-
SHELL set and it is symmetric and positive definite. Let v be a random vector
with uniformly distributed entries, normalized to have unit norm. First, we consider
solving the system M˜x = (M˜ − γ I)v, where M˜ is determined by scaling M with its
diagonal. We set γ = 1.73 × 10−4, which is close to one of the smallest eigenvalues
of M˜ . In the left plot of Fig. 9 we report the convergence history of CG when
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Fig. 9. Example 4 with matrix from the Matrix-Market collection. Left: Convergence of CG on
M˜x = (M˜ − γ I)v. Right: Convergence of Preconditioned CG on Mx = (M − γ I)v.
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applied to M˜ , using the discussed schemes. The difference in the behavior of the
two approaches is clearly noticeable. In our next experiment, we set γ = 0.4, which
is close to the smallest eigenvalue of M . Results reported in the right plot of Fig.
9 show CG convergence applied to M , when preconditioning is employed. More
precisely, Incomplete Cholesky with dropping tolerance 5e− 3 was used (Matlab
function cholinc) to solve systems with M . The results confirm our expectations
and preconditioning seems to maintain the gap in the convergence history of the two
solvers. A detailed analysis of the effect of preconditioning on the two recurrences
remains an open problem.
8. Generalization to polynomial dependence
The analysis can be generalized to the case of polynomial dependence, that is
b = φ2(M)v with φ2 =∏2i=0 ηiλi ∈ P2. To express the solution in terms of the rep-
resentation matrix Hk in the Krylov subspace, we can exploit the relation (see e.g.
[11,16])
φ2(M)v = Vkφ2(Hk)e1‖v‖ + vk+1η2χ¯k+1,
where χ¯k+1 = χ1χ2 · · ·χk+1. For instance, for 2 = 2 the solution to Mx = φ2(M)v
with φ2(λ) = (λ− γ1)(λ− γ2), can be explicitly written as
x = Mv − (γ1 + γ2)v + γ1γ2M−1v.
Therefore, given the Krylov subspace Kk(M, v) and following the same steps that
led to (5), a CG approximation can be derived as
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Fig. 10. Example 1. Quadratic polynomial dependence. b = (M − γ1I )(M − γ2I )v with γ1 = 0.17,
γ2 = 0.40.
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xk = Vkyk, yk = Hke1‖v‖ − (γ1 + γ2)e1‖v‖ + γ1γ2H−1k e1‖v‖.
Fig. 10 reports an experiment with the matrix in Example 1, and right-hand side
b = φ2(M)v, φ2(λ) = (λ− γ1)(λ− γ2), with γ1 = 0.17, γ2 = 0.40. The roots of φ2
are very close to the smallest eigenvalues of M and, as a consequence, two subse-
quent stagnation phases are clearly visible.
9. Conclusions
In this paper we have analyzed the Krylov subspace solution of symmetric sys-
tems of the type Mx = (M − γ I)v when γ is close to an extreme eigenvalue of
M . We have shown that writing and approximating the exact solution in the form
x = v − γM−1v leads to a strategy that is superior to the one that builds the sub-
space starting with b = (M − γ I)v. In particular, we have studied in detail the delay
in the convergence observed when solving in Kk−1(M, (M − γ I)v).
We plan to investigate the theoretical as well as computational issues related to
the application of the considered strategies directly to the problem
(A− αB)x = (A− βB)v.
It would also be interesting to generalize our analysis to nonsymmetric matrices, for
which a setting similar to that used in this paper can be employed.
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Appendix A
Following the presentation of Section 5, a MINRES approximation is determined
by first solving the minimization problem
min
y∈Rk
‖(Hk − γ I˜ )e1‖v‖ −Hky‖.
Its solution is yk = e1‖v‖ − γ (H tkHk)−1H tke1‖v‖, which yields the MINRES ap-
proximate solution xk = v − γVk(H tkHk)−1H tke1‖v‖. Note that dk = Vk(H tkHk)−1·H tke1‖v‖ is the MINRES approximate solution to Md = v in Kk(M, v). By using
(10), the MINRES solution in Kk−1(M, b) is obtained as
x̂k−1 = V̂k−1(Ĥ tk−1Ĥ k−1)−1Ĥ tk−1β0e1 Ĥ k−1 = [Ĥk−1; τetk−1]. (A.1)
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It can be shown that the 2-norm of the associated residual rk is minimized at each
iteration k. Moreover, rk is orthogonal to the space spanned by MVk .
As in the case of CG, it is again possible to write a relation between the two
approximate solutions. This will allow us to show that the approach dealing with v is
faster, in terms of the residual 2-norm, than the approach dealing with (M − γ I)v.
We start by showing that the solution xk can be expressed in terms of the basis VkQk .
Let q = Qtkek and set
◦
Hk =
( ◦
Hk
χk+1q t
)
.
Then we have
xk = Vk(H tkHk)−1H tk(Hk − γ I)e1
= (VkQk)((
◦
Hk)
t
◦
Hk + χ2k+1qq t)−1QtkH tk(Hk − γ I)e1 (A.2)
= (VkQk)((
◦
Hk)
t
◦
Hk + χ2k+1qq t)−1(
◦
Hk)
tRke1
= (VkQk)((
◦
Hk)
t
◦
Hk)
−1(
◦
Hk)
te1β0.
The term (
◦
Hk)
te1 in the last line was obtained by adjusting the dimension of e1.
Theorem 8. The MINRES residuals satisfy ‖rk‖  ‖̂rk−1‖, k = 1, 2, . . .
Proof. We will show that we can write r̂k−1 = rk −MVkQkak for some ak ∈ Rk .
Since r tkMVk = 0, it readily follows
‖̂rk−1‖2 = ‖rk‖2 + ‖MVkQkak‖2 ≥ ‖rk‖2.
Using Ĥ k−1 ∈ Rk×(k−1) in (A.1), let us write
◦
Hk =
(
Ĥ k−1
◦
Hkek
τqk−1,ketk−1 qk,k
)
≡
(
Ĥ k−1 g1
gt2 qk,k
)
∈ R(k+1)×k,
where qk−1,k = etk−1q and qk,k = etkq. From (A.2) we can write xk = VkQkz where
z solves the system (
◦
Hk)
t
◦
Hkz = (
◦
Hk)
te1β0, that is(
(Ĥ k−1)tĤ k−1 + g2gt2 (Ĥ k−1)tg1 + qk,kg2
sym gt1g1 + q2k,k
)(
z1
z2
)
=
(
Ĥ
t
k−1e1β0
0
)
.
By explicitly writing the two block equations and substituting the scalar z2 in the first
matrix equation, it follows that z1 can be obtained as the solution of the Schur com-
plement system (Ĥ tk−1Ĥ k−1 + UDU t)z1 = Ĥ tk−1e1β0, where U is a rank-2 matrix
and D is a 2 × 2 symmetric positive definite matrix. Thanks to the Sherman–Morri-
son formula we obtain z1 = (Ĥ tkĤ k)−1Ĥ tke1β0 + z3, where we use z3 to denote the
remaining terms in the formula. Recalling the definition of x̂k−1 in (A.1), we thus
have
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xk=VkQkz = V̂k−1z1 + Vkqz2
= V̂k−1(Ĥ tk−1Ĥ k−1)−1Ĥ tk−1e1β0 + V̂k−1z3 + Vkqz2
= x̂k−1 + V̂k−1z3 + Vkqz2 = x̂k−1 + VkQk[z3; z2].
Setting ak = [z3; z2], for the residuals it holds rk = r̂k−1 −MVkQkak and the final
result follows. 
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